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Abstract

Nanoscience and nanotechnology has become one of the most active research areas for
decades; new approaches for nanoscale fabrication are of fundamental importance in the
advancement of science and technology, these developments in methodology stimulated
numerous research activities. Thermal evaporation, laser ablation, chemical vapor
deposition and other synthetic routes have enabled the synthesis of inorganic nanoscale
materials with various morphologies. These nanomaterials form the building blocks for
a range of uses such as nanoscale devices, energy storage, sensors and nanomedicine.

Physical evaporation synthetic route plays a key role in inorganic nanomaterial growth.
In this approach, materials are first evaporated and then condensed to form solid
materials. Thermal evaporation is one of the widely used methods; it is a simple and an
effective way for the synthesis of nanostructures during the last decade. This method is
usually processed in a tube furnace, in which the source materials are vaporized at an
elevated temperature and the vapour phase(s) condense(s) under certain conditions.
Since tube furnace is used as heating element, it is not applicable for the source
materials with low volatility or high melting point (> 1800 ℃), and if the temperature
gradient is low (approximately 20 °C/cm) even in a multi-zone tube furnace, which is
the driving force for atom movement in most cases. A laser ablation method was
developed by using a pulsed laser as secondary heating element; the target materials
were ablated by the laser beam, creating a dense, hot vapor of plasma species. In the
case of growing nanowires - the hot vapor condenses into nanometer diameter catalytic
cluster as the species cool through collisions with the buffer gas. The clusters define the
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size and direct the growth of the crystalline nanowires by a vapor-liquid-solid (VLS)
mechanism. This method ablate target materials with high melting point into gas phase,
but the temperature gradient for the nanomaterial growth mainly depends on the tube
furnace, it has been successfully applied on the nanowires growth of C, Si and Ge.

The objective of this work was to study the nanocrystal growth of ZnO with high
crystallinity and clean surface by a new physical evaporation method. This method
based on the utilization of high temperature yield by focused light beam and the large
temperature gradient formed in the growth chamber. The starting material can be pure
material or a mixture with catalyst materials in a crucible free condition. The work in
this thesis is directed to the growth study and characterization of nanosized ZnO. ZnO
nancrystal and nanostructure with various morphologies have been successfully grown
by this new method. A systematic and detailed growth study has been carried out,
relating to the influence of growth conditions on the morphology and phase structure of
the synthesized product(s). The physical properties of selected samples with typical
morphologies were studied. The growth mechanisms of ZnO nanocrystals by this
method have also been investigated. This new method has shown some unique features
and could be adapted for growing nanocrystals and nanostructures of other materials,
particularly for the materials that can absorb infrared easily.

In this thesis, after a literature review on the ZnO nanomaterials growth, a systematic
study on growth impact factors will be reported. The experiments demonstrate that pure
phase ZnO nanocrystals with diversify morphologies could be obtained on Si substrate
by using light heating evaporation method.
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Targets of ZnO containing 2% of MnO can be used to produce single morphology ZnO
nano-tetrapods with arms of ≤ 50 nm diameter on the inner wall of the chamber . ZnO
nanostructure with different morphologies were grown on the different area of the
horizontally positioned Si substrate, this is likely due to the effects of the local
“turbulence” or flow speed and pressure of the vapor phase and carrier gas. The result
has shown great potential for the large scale production of ZnO tetrapods by light
evaporation method.

The morphology of the nanostructures was found to be quite sensitive to local substrate
environment and the substrate’s temperature. Therefore various nanosized morphologies
have been grown from the same target by changing these two growth conditions. Gas
flow rate was also found to affect the morphology of the samples, our study revealed
that the flow rate of 100 sccm is a moderate value used to strike a balance between the
oxygen-vapor concentration and resident time in the present method.

The study on the effect of ZnO-carbon ratio on the growth of nanocrystals indicated that
ZnO nanostructures with diverse morphologies can be grown by using this new method.
The growth mechanism can be described as Vapour-Solid, tip-growth and vapourliquid-solid (VLS) with the increasing of the carbon content.

Raman spectra has been studied on the nanowires and nanostructures evaporated from
ZnO:C = 200:10 and 200:200 targets. The results indicate that both samples showing
peak shift correspond to E2 high − E2low and E2high compared to bulk material. We propose
that there is tensile stress in these samples. The larger stress in the nanostructures
evaporated from the Zn:C=200:200 target is likely attributed to the more oxygen defects
VI

in it since the target contained much more C, which will react with oxygen during the
growth.

The UV–VIS optical absorption spectra of these two samples did not show any clear
difference. They have a strong excitonic absorption peak located at 371 nm, which can
be attributed to the large exciton binding energy and the good optical quality of the
nanocrystals, our result agrees well with the previous report on ZnO nanowires.

Overall, the work presented in the thesis is mainly based on the ZnO nanocrystals
growth and characteriazation. These results are important for nanosized the ZnO
fabrication, as well as providing a new physical approach for nanocrystal growth.
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Chapter 1:
General Introduction

Chapter 1: General Introduction

1.1. Overview

Light heating is a universal phenomenon in which radiation of electromagnetic waves transfer
energy to a body with a lower temperature, when light source been focused on a target to
produce heating, the temperature can easily reach to 3000 ℃ high and resulting in a sharp
thermal gradient; it provides an excellent technique for the high temperature fabrication of
materials. The well-known application of the light heating is the optical floating zone furnace
method, which has been extensively utilized in growing single crystals of various materials
[1-3], many scientific breakthroughs achieved by using the high quality single crystals grown
by this unique method [4-8].

Nanoscience and nanotechnology have become one of the most active research areas for
decades; new approaches for nanoscale fabrication are of fundamental importance in the
advancement of science and technology [9-11], these developments in methodology
stimulated numerous research activities. Thermal evaporation [12,13], laser ablation [14,15]
chemical vapor deposition [16-18] and other synthetic routes [19-22] have enabled the
synthesis of inorganic nanoscale materials with various morphologies. These nanomaterials
form the building blocks for a range of applications such as nanoscale devices, energy
storage, sensors and nanomedicine.
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Physical evaporation synthetic route plays a key role in inorganic nanomaterial growth. In
this approach, materials are first evaporated and then condensed to form solid materials.
Thermal evaporation is one of the widely used methods; it is a simple and an effective way
for the synthesis of nanostructures and it was widely employed during the last decade. This
method is usually processed in a tube furnace, in which the source materials are vaporized at
an elevated temperature and the vapour phase(s) condense(s) under certain conditions [12,
13]. Since tube furnace is used as the heating element, it has limitations when applied to the
materials with low volatility or high melting point (> 1800 ℃), and the temperature gradient
is low even in a multi-zone tube furnace, which is the driving force for atom movement in
most cases. The morphology and phase structure of the synthesized product(s) depend on the
source materials, growth temperature, temperature gradient, substrate, gas flow rate and
pressure, etc.

A laser ablation method was applied by using a pulsed laser as the secondary heating
element; the target materials were ablated by the laser beam, creating a dense, hot vapor of
plasma species. The hot vapor condenses into nanometer diameter catalytic cluster as the
species cooled through collisions with the buffer gas. The clusters define the size and direct
the growth of the crystalline nanowires by a vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism.9, 15 This
method provides several advantages over the thermal evaporation method which restricted by
the temperature of the crucible, it has been successfully applied on the nanoparticle and
nanowire growth. The topology of the nanowire array can be controlled mainly by four
parameters: substrate temperature (T), growth pressure, the flow ratio of argon and oxygen
gases and laser repetition frequency [23].

An important frontier approach in nanocrystal synthesis is the growth of materials in the same
nanostructure as a means of increasing functionality. ZnO nanowires and tetrapod-shaped
2

nanostructures are popular classes of nanocrystals and have been exploited in various
applications. They are the key pieces in the development of fluorescent labels, light-emitting
diodes, solar cells, and other electronic devices. Extensive research has been undertaken to
investigate the growth methods and the practical application of ZnO nanomaterials, however,
there is still more room for improvement. The main objective of this research is to develop a
new method: light heating evaporation method, and to grow ZnO nanomaterials with uniform
morphology.

The structure of the thesis is laid out to achieve the main objective. The outline of the thesis
is as the following;

1. In Chapter 2, some basic fundamentals that are applied in this study will be presented, and
a detailed literature review on ZnO nanomaterials, including the history, fabrication
methodology, morphologies and their applications will be discussed.

2. Chapter 3 reports on the equipment briefly, and the experimental procedures used in this
study will also be introduced.

3. Chapter 4 focus on investigating the thermal characterization of the growth chamber, the
effect of the target, local substrate environment, substrate temperature, gas flow rate and the
ZnO-carbon ratio on the growth of ZnO nanocrystals. Growth mechanism and the physical
property of ZnO nanocrystals with unique feathers will also be investigated.

4. Chapter 5 contains the conclusions and suggestions for further studies.
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2.1. The history of nanomaterials

Nanometre is a unit of length, equal to one-billionth of a meter. In 1860s, with the
development of colloidal chemistry, the study of diameter from 1 to 100 nanometre was
started by scientists [1-3]. About 100 years later, the American physicist Richard Feynman
did a famous speech (There's Plenty of Room at the Bottom) on the American Physical
Society conference on December 29th, 1959 [4-5]. Although he did not use the word of
“nano”, he presented the conceptual foundations of nanotechnology. In 1960s, the research
which worked on discrete nanoparticles had begun [6]. In 1963, Prof. Uyeda used the gas
evaporation condensation method to fabricate the metal nanoparticles and did SEM and
electron diffraction characterization [7]. In 1974, the Japanese professor Norio Taniguchi
from Tokyo University inspired the important definition, “nanotechnology” [8-9]. In 1984,
the German scientist Dr. Gleiter from the Saarland University and the American scientist Dr.
Siegal were able to successfully fabricated the pure nanopowder [10]. Gleiter used the 6 nm
iron particles which pressed and fired on high vacuum system, then he obtained nanocrystal
[11]. This process is a millstone of the research of nanomaterial. At the same time, the
American scientist K. Eric Drexler published his book and presented the concept of
molecular nanotechnology. On July, 1990 [12], the International Conference on Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology was held on America and official declared the nanomaterial science is a
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branch of material science. On 18 October 2011 [13], the definition of a nanomaterial is
adopted by the European Commission:

A natural, incidental or manufactured material containing particles, in an unbound state, for
50% or more of the particles in the number size distribution, one or more external dimensions
is in the size range 1 nm – 100 nm. In specific cases and where warranted by concerns for the
environment, health, safety or competitiveness the number size distribution threshold of 50%
may be replaced by a threshold between 1 and 50% [14-16].

Nanometre is a filed which include in the material science come close to nanotechnology.
The morphological features and many different properties of the materials can be studied on
the nanoscale dimensions. Nanoscale is usually defined as less than 100 nanometre at least at
one dimension. Because the dimensions of nanomaterials are close to the coherent length of
electron, their properties have great changes. Meanwhile, their dimensions is similar to the
wavelength of light, their properties, such as melting point, magnetism, optics, electric
conduction and so on, present differently than their bulk forms. For instance, the optical
properties like fluorescence become a function of nanoscale size. In addition, a distinct side
of nanomaterials is the infinite increased ratio of surface area to volume, which makes some
new quantum mechanical effects.

2.2. The properties and the crystal and surface structure of the ZnO

2.2.1. The properties of the ZnO

ZnO has three main advantages. Firstly, it is a semiconductor. It has a direct wide band gap of
3.37 eV and a large excitation bindling energy of 60 meV. It is a fascinating material,
exhibiting near-ultraviolet emission and transparent conductivity [17]. Secondly, ZnO is
piezoelectric, which is a main property in building electromechanical sensors and transducers
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due to its noncentral symmetry [18], such as nanogenerator. Thirdly, ZnO is a bio-safe and
biocompatible materials, it can be used for bio-sensors and bio-medical applications [19]. In
this part, the physical properties of typical ZnO nanostructures will be shown in Table 1[20].

Table 2.1. The properties of wurtize ZnO [20].

Properties

ZnO

Lattice parameters at 300 K
- a0 (nm)

0.32495

- c0 (nm)

0.52069

- c0/a0

1.602

Density (g/cm3)

5.606

Stable phase at 300 K

Wurtzite

Melting point (oC)

1975

Thermal conductivity (Wcm−1 oC−1)

0.6, 1-1.2

Linear expansion coefficient (/oC)

a0: 6.5cm3×10−6
c0: 3.0 cm3×10−6

Static dielectric constant

8.656

Refractive index

2.008

Band gap (RT)

3.370 eV

Band gap (4K)

3.437 eV

Exciton binding energy (meV)

60

Electron effective mass

0.24

Electron hall mobility at 300 K (cm2/Vs)

200

Hole effective mass

0.59

Hole Hall mobility at 300 K (cm2/Vs)

5-50
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From Table 2.1, we can see that the ZnO is a fascinating material which is suitable for
advanced technology because of its wide band gap, thermal and chemical stability properties.
On the other hand, ZnO is an attractive material for optoelectronic application owing to its
wide band gap, large bond strength, and large excitonic binding energy.

2.2.2. Crystal and surface structure of ZnO

Wurtzite zinc oxide has a hexagonal structure (space group C 6mc) with lattice parameters a
= 0.3296 and c = 0.52065 nm [21]. The structure of ZnO can be seen as a number of
alternating planes composed of tetrahedrally coordinated O2− and Zn2+ ions, stacked
alternately along the c-axis (Figure 2.1). The tetrahedral coordination in ZnO results in noncentral symmetric structure and consequently piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity. Another
important characteristic of ZnO is its polar surfaces feature. The most common polar surface
is the basal plane. The oppositely charged ions produce positively charged Zn-(0001) and
negatively charged O-(0001) surfaces, resulting in a normal spontaneous polarization along
the c-axis as well as a divergence in surface energy [22-24]. To maintain a stable structure,
the polar surfaces generally have facets or exhibit massive surface reconstructions, but ZnO±(0001) are exceptions: they are atomically flat, stable and without reconstruction. Efforts to
understand the superior stability of the ZnO ±(0001) polar surfaces are at the forefront of
research in today’s surface physics [25]. The other two most commonly observed facets for
ZnO are {2110} and {0110}, which are non-polar surfaces and have lower energy than the
{0001} facets.
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Figure 2.1. The wurtzite structure model of ZnO, the tetrahedral coordination of Zn-O is
shown [26].

2.3. Synthesis mechanism of ZnO nanostructures

2.3.1. Vapor-solid-solid mechanism

The Vapor-solid-solid mechanism is an easy and effective process for ZnO nanostructures
growth without using catalyst [27]. Thermal evaporation and laser ablation are also been
using to vapor the ZnO sources. This mechanism is an easy process, in which the powder
source is vaporized at its elevating temperature and then the flowing gas transfers the source
vapor. The source vapor will cool down and growth on the substrate and the inner wall of the
tube [28]. Figure 2.2 shows the furnace system of the vapor-solid-solid mechanism [29]. Prof.
Z. L. Wang and co-workers used the thermal evaporation to grow the ZnO ultra-long
nanobelts [30]. Figure 2.3(a) shows the nanobelts that are 30-300 nm in width and 5-10 mm
in length. Figure 2.3(b) describes the ZnO nanobelts which show its single crystalline and
uniform structure.
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Figure 2.2. The furnace system for the growth of nanowires by Vapor-solid-solid process
[29].

Figure 2.3. (a) Low magnification TEM image of ZnO nanobelts grown by vapor-solid
process without using catalyst. (b) High-resolution TEM image of a nanobelt [30].
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2.3.2. Vapor-liquid-solid mechanism

The vapor-liquid-solid mechanism is an important method for the growth of ZnO
nanostructures. This process normally need substrate and catalyst particles or seeds [31-33].
Au is an usual nanopaticles catalysts for nanostructure growth. Figure 2.4 explains the
mechanism of the vapor-liquip-solid [34]. Wang and co-workers illustrate a vapor-liquidsolid process which used molten Au catalyst, the ZnO nanowire arrays have grown step by
step on sapphire surface. Figure 2.5 depicts the honey-comb like distribution which obtained
by Wang [35].

Figure 2.4. The Vapor-liquid-solid mechanism [34].
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Figure 2.5. SEM of aligned ZnO nanorods grown with a honeycomb pattern [35].

2.3.3. Pulse laser deposition

Pulse laser deposition is a useful method to synthesis high-quality superconductive thin films
[36]. The method can be used for deposition of a large number of materials, for instance,
nitride film, metallic films ceramic oxides and superlattices [37-39]. Figure 2.6 shows the
pulse laser deposition equipment. In addition, Wang and co-workers have used the PLD to
synthesis the ZnO nanowire arrays [40]. They used a KrF excimer laser as the ablation source
to focus on a ceramic target, which is ZnO powder source. The key point of ZnO nanowires
growth is in-situ fabrication of a textured ZnO buffer layer on a silicon substrate before
switching to the condition for growing nanowire arroys. The influencing parameters of
topology are substrate temperature, growth pressure, the gas flow rate and laser repetition
frequency. Figure 2.7 illustrates the different growth morphology with the different
parameters [41].
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Figure 2.6. Pulse laser deposition equipment [40].

Figure 2.7. SEM tilted views of the NWs grown at (a) 700 oC, (b) 750 oC, (c) 800 oC, (d) 850
o

C, the growth pressure was 5 Torr. (e), (f) NWs array grown at 6.0 Torr and 4.0 Torr at 800

o

C. All of the images use one scale bar of 500 nm. A mixture of argon and oxygen with flow
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ratio of 6 is used as working gas and the laser repetition frequency is 5 Hz. The target is
lithium doped Zn0.95Mg0.05O (0.5% doping concentration of Li) [41].

2.3.4. Discussion on varies methods in obtaining ZnO nanostructures

2.3.4.1. Seeded growth

The wet chemical growth has one advantage, it can be achieved the substrate by employing
target in the form of films or nanoparticles [42]. In this way, the nucleation step is bypassed
and only the necessary conditions for growth are considered. Alignment of the ZnO
nanocrystals occurs on flat surfaces regardless of their crystallinity or surface chemistry,
including ZnO and Al2O3 single crystals, transparent conducting oxides such as indium tin
oxide (ITO) and fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO), amorphous oxides including glass and Si
with its native oxide, and the oxide-free metals such as Au and Ti [43,44]. However, this
approach typically requires higher temperature substrate processing.

2.3.4.2. Au/Polyimide
Au, Ag, and Pt can be used as catalysts for ZnO nanostructure growing [45-47]. The
nanowires can be achieved by the metals which deposited on the polymeric substrates as thin
films. In this case, the surface roughness of the thin film on the substrate must be promote
nucleation by carefully controlled parameters. In addition, the nanowires orientation is a
function of the surface topography. In order to achieve nanowire arrays, a suitable process
flow can be employed for smooth substrate surfaces [48].

2.3.4.3. Electrochemical deposition

Large area and uniform ZnO nanowire and nanorod can be synthesized by the
electrochemical deposition [49,50]. It is a useful and powder technique. Nonetheless, the
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materials and substrate can withstand acidic environments. Weintraub and co-workers depicts
an electrochemical deposition method which combined with substrate to obtain the ZnO
nanorods [51]. Figure 2.8 shows the morphology of those ZnO nanorods [52].

Figure 2.8. SEM image of a 50 _ 50 array of patterned single ZnO nanorods with a spacing of
0.5 µm. (a) Top view SEM image of the array. (b) SEM image of the nanorod array at a 60°
stage tilt [52].

2.3.4.4. Hydrothermal synthesis

Zinc nitrate hexahydrate and hexamethylenetetramine are widely used as chemical agents to
grow the ZnO nanostructures [53]. The method has been illustrated by many researchers.
Zn2+ ions are supported by the Zinc nitrate salt and 02- ions are supported by molecules in the
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solution. Even though the exact function of hexamethylenetetramine during the ZnO
nanowire growth is still unclear, it is believed that at weak base reaction environment, it
could slowly hydrolyse in the water solution and gradually produce OH-. There is a critic in
the synthesis process owing to, if the hexamethylenetetramine hydrolyzes very fast and
produces a large number of OH- in a short period of time, the Zn2+ ions in solution would
precipitate out very quickly due to the high pH environment, which would have little
contribution to the ZnO nanowire oriented growth, and eventually results in fast consumption
of the nutrient and prohibits further growth of ZnO nanowires. It can be described by the
following five reactions [54].

(CH2)6N4 + 6 H2O

NH3 + H2O

NH3·H2O
Zn2+ + 2 OH-

Zn(OH)2

4 NH3 + 6 HCHO

NH3·H2O
NH4++ OH-

Zn(OH)2

ZnO +H2O

The growth method of the ZnO nanostructures can be controlled by these five reactions. All
of the reactions in equilibrium can be controlled by the reaction parameters, such as precursor
concentration, growth temperature and growth time. Z. L. Wang and co-workers described
the three parameters of the ZnO nanowires growth [55]. The density of ZnO nanowires can
be controlled by the precursor concentration. Experimental results show that the density of
the nanowires arrays is closely related to the precursor concentration. Detailed analysis of the
measured data is shown in Figure 2.9 (red line). From 0.1 mM to 5 mM precursor
concentration, the ZnO nanowires density, defined as number of nanowires per 100 μm2,
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increases dramatically, possibly for the following reasons. The morphology can be controlled
by the growth temperature and growth time. Figure 2.9 shows the relationship between the
nanowires and parameters.

Figure 2.9. A general view of as grown ZnO nanowire arrays at 5 mM, growing 24 hours at
70 °C: (a) top view; (b) enlarged top view; (c) with a 60° tilt. (d) Density varied with
concentration: Plot of ZnO nanowire density in a 100 μm2 area (red line) and plot of area
percentage covered by ZnO nanowires (blue line). Each data point was obtained from 4
different areas. Inset is a typical image of ZnO nanowires grown at 5 Mm [56].
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2.4. The ZnO nanostructures

ZnO has varies morphological nanostructures, such as nanowires, nanorods, nanotubes and
nanobelts [57-59], and also other complex morphologies. Such nanostructures are rather
easily grown at relatively low temperatures and various growth methods have been reported
for the synthesis of ZnO nanostructures. Because of the growing techniques and potential
applications, ZnO could be one of the most significant materials for future research. Figure
2.10 shows the different structures of ZnO nanomaterials [60].

Figure 2.10. Multiple morphologies of ZnO nanostructure [60].

2.4.1. ZnO nanowires and nanorods

Figure 2.11 illustrates a VS mechanism method without catalyst in fabricating ZnO nanorods
in a high density growing. The nanorods are fabricated onto the nickel-coated Si substrate by
Umar and co-workers [61]. They used the thermal evaporation by using metallic zinc powder
in oxygen flow at 500-550 oC. Figure 2.11(a) shows the typical hexagonal-shaped ZnO
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nanorods. The low-magnification TEM and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of the
single ZnO nanorods are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The observed nanorods of
diameter are ~300 nm with a uniform diameter throughout the length. The high-resolution
TEM shows a detailed structural characterization of the as-grown ZnO nanorods, describing a
single crystalline structure with lattice spacing of 0.52 nm. (d) shows the X-ray diffraction,
the crystal phase and crystallinity of the deposited can be observed from the X-ray diffraction
pattern. The hexagonal-shaped ZnO nanorods are single crystal and grows along the c-axis
direction from the strong peak of ( 0 0 0 2 ) and the weak peak of ( 0 0 0 4 ). Figure 2.11(e) is
the Raman pattern of the obtained ZnO nanorods, indicating the as-grown nanorods are in
good crystal quality with the wurtzite hexagonal phase. Figure 2.11(f) is the
photoluminescence spectrum which measured using the He-Cd laser of 325 nm as excitation
source. A strong peak of emission at 388 nm and a weak peak at 529 nm indicates that the
those ZnO nanorods have good optical properties with litter structural defects.

2.4.2. ZnO nanotubes

Park and co-workers used hydrothermal method for growing ZnO nanotubes in solution at
the temperature of 65 oC by using zinc nitrate and hexamethylenetetramine (Figure 2.12)
[62]. Jeong and co-workers used a simple metal-vapor deposition method to fabricated ZnO
micronanotubes which deposited on NiO particles coated sapphire substrates by using Zn and
ZnO powders at 950 oC (Figure 2.13) [63]. Figure 2.12 of the ZnO nanotubes which
synthesized by the hydrothermal method are grown in a high density, deposited in a partially
aligned manner over the whole substrate surface. The nanotubes are revealing straight and
smooth surfaces throughout their lengths consisting of hollow interiors, indicated by
whitearrows in (d). The length of the nanotube is approximately 1.2 μm, the diameters is 70 ±
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20 nm and wall thicknesses is 15 ± 5 nm, respectively. By contrast, Figure 2.13 (a) and (b)
show fabricated by metal-vapor deposition. (c) and (d) show the cross section of the ZnO
nanotubes.

Figure 2.11. (a) Low and (inset a) high magnification FESEM images and (b) low and (c)
high resolution TEM images and their corresponding SAED pattern (inset of c) of hexagonalshaped ZnO nanorods grown on nickel-coated Si(100) substrate. (d) Typical XRD spectrum,
(e) Raman scattering, and (f) photoluminescence spectrum measured at room temperature
from hexagonal-shaped ZnO nanorods [61].

In addition, many research groups have presented several methods of the growth of ZnO
nanotubes. Wu and co-workers used the pyrolysis of zinc acetylacetonate in a two different
temperature zone furnace on silicon substrate at 500 oC [64]. Xing and co-workers used
thermal evaporation method which used mixed powders of zinc and zinc oxide as source
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materials grows onto the silicon substrate at 1300 oC [65]. Wang and co-workers used metal
organic chemical vapor deposition method which used the diethyl Zinc and oxygen at 350450 oC [66].

Figure 2.12. SEM images of ZnO nanotubes (a-d) grown in solution at 65 oC [62].
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Figure 2.13. SEM images of ZnO microtubes synthesized by metal-deposition method on
NiO-coated sapphire at 950 oC [63].

2.4.3. Hollow cages and polyhedral cages

Figure 2.14 shows the ZnO nanostructure of the hollow cages (top) and polyhedral cages
(bottom). Umar and co-workers fabricated the hollow cages on the high density of Si and
steel alloy substrate via the vapor-solid process, using the mixed ZnCl2 and zinc powder in
the presence of oxygen [67]. The synthesized temperature is 500-700 oC. Gao and co-workers
synthesized the polyhedral cages on alumina substrate via vapor-solid deposition process,
using the mixed ZnO, SnO2 and graphite powders. The synthesized temperature is 1100 oC
[68]. Fan and co-workers presented the detailed characterization combined with the growth
mechanism of zinc oxide cages, which were fabricated by using zinc powder and oxygen at
800 oC and grown on the Si substrate. They concluded that the growth mechanism which
includes the deposition of the zinc polyhedral particles, breaking of top (0 0 0 1) surfaces of
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the zinc polyhedral nanoparticles owing to the oxidation by the residual oxygen or water
vapors. As a result, sublimation of zinc through the broken holes of the top (0 0 0 1) faces
performs to the formation of cage structures, the original grown single crystal zinc polyhedral
nanoparticles served as source materials for the growth of the ZnO nanocages [69].

Figure 2.14. (Top) SEM images of ZnO microcages/spheres grown by thermal evaporation of
metallic zinc powders onto the Si(100) (a) and steel alloy substrates (b). (c, d) SEM images of
single-crystalline polyhedral cages and shells of ZnO [67].

2.4.4. Nano star and the nanoflower

Figure 2.15 shows ZnO nanostar (top) and nanoflower (bottom) [70]. Umar and co-workers
fabricated the ZnO nanostar on the Au coated Si (1 0 0) substrate at 450 oC and the
nanoflower on Si (1 0 0) and Si (1 0 1) substrates at 400-500 oC via the cyclic feeding
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chemical vapor deposition by using the diethyl zinc and oxygen as source materials [71]. The
ZnO nanostar consists of triangular-shaped blades which have shaped tips and wider bases.
The wider bases of each blade were joining each other at one center and formed the star
morphology. From the Figure 2.15 (a) (bottom), which have grown onto Si (1 0 0), it
exhibited triangular leaves, these leaves are joined at one center and constitute the flower
morphology. The length of the leaf is approximately 300-400 nm, and the diameter from the
base to tip is 40-130 nm. From Figure 2.15 (b) (bottom), the nanoflower grown onto Si (1 0
1) formed in hexagonal ZnO nanostructure. This structure is similar as the nanorods. Because
of the dissimilar interactions at ZnO-substrate interface, different morphologies on different
orientations of the Si substrate appeared.

Figure 2.15. (Top) Typical star-shaped ZnO nanostructures: (a) low and (b) high
magnification FESEM images. (Bottom) Typical flower-shaped ZnO nanostructures grown at
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400-500 oC by the cyclic feeding chemical vapor deposition on (a) Si (100) and (b) Si(111)
substrates [71].

2.4.5. Nanobelts and nanorings

Figure 2.16 shows the nanobelts (top) and the free-standing nanorings from Wang et al.
Wang and co-workers fabricated the nanobelts on Si substrate via thermal evaporation by
using high purity ZnO powders as source material at 1400 oC [72]. Kong and co-workers
synthesized the free-standing ZnO nanorings by using the ZnO, indium oxide and lithium
carbonate mixed powder in the mass ratio of 20 : 1 : 1 at 1400 oC [73]. The length of the
nanobelts were in the range of several tens to several hundreds of micrometers, showing
clean and sharp surfaces of the nanobelts without any sheathed amorphous phase. The
structural characterizations by HRTEM revealed that the as grown products are single crystal
with wurtzite structure and mostly grow along the (0 0 0 1) direction. Wen and co-workers
reported a different method to synthesize ZnO nanobelts arrays onto zinc substrate in a quartz
tube furnace which using the zinc powder coated zinc foil substrate at 600 oC. They
employed a vapor-solid method, it is a slower process than the vapor-liquid-solid method, it
is based on the process of the atomic diffusion in the substrate which determines the time
consumption of this process [74].
In addition, to fabricate the free nanorings, the concentration of the Zn2+ and O2- ions are the
key points for controlling the anisotropic growth of nanorings. SEM images showed that the
nanorings had a perfect ring shape and flat surfaces, the diameter of ring is from 1 to 4 μm,
the wide shells is from 10 to 30 nm. The free nanorings can be found on the substrate
everywhere.
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Figure 2.16. (Top) Typical TEM images of the ZnO nanobelts by thermal evaporation of ZnO
powders at 1,400 oC. (Bottom) (a) Low-magnification TEM image of the as-synthesized ZnO
nanorings; and (b) High magnification TEM image of a free-standing single-crystal ZnO
nanoring, is showing uniform and perfect geometrical shape [72].
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2.4.6. Other morphology

There are many other morphologies of ZnO nanostructure presented in publications [75-77].
Wang and co-workers depicts the growth of ZnO single crystal nanocastles on the GaN
coated sapphire via thermal evaporation at 950 oC [78]. The obtained size of the nanocastles
varied from 2 μm to 10 μm. He and co-workers described the growth of ZnO nanotetrapds on
Si substrate via vapor-solid process with no catalyst at 630 oC. Wang and co-workers reports
the growth of comb-shaped ZnO nanostructure [79]. Gao and co-workers synthesized ZnO
nanopropeller arrays via two steps of vapor-solid mechanism by using the ZnO, SnO2, and
graphite mixed powders, first at 1200 oC for 1 h and then 1300 oC for half an hour on
polycrystalline Al2O3 substrate [80].

2.5. Application

2.5.1. ZnO nanostructure for Glucose and Chorlesterol Biosensors

1D ZnO nanostructure has high electron affinity and high surface to volume ratio, it can be
commonly used to synthesis the electrical sensors, electrochemical biosensors [81]. Umar and
co-workers described a method which used the well-crystallized ZnO nanonails as glucose
biosensor [82]. An efficient glucose biosensor (Nafion/GOx/ZnO/Au) was built by ZnO
nanonails as supporting matrixes for glucose oxidase immobilization. The surfaces of ZnO
nanonails which GOx immobilized on had more spatial freedom in its orientation, the
orientation have facilitated the direct electron transfer between electrode surface and active
sites. Figure 2.17(top) shows a schematic diagram of biosensor, (a) a typical amperometric
response of the ZnO nanonails modified the 0.01 M PBS solution (pH 7.4) at an applied
potential of 0.8V and (b) the Lineweaver-Burk plot of 1/i vs 1/C. To the change of glucose,
the biosensor has a quick and sensitive response. With the gradually increased glucose, the
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Figure 2.17. (Top) Schematic diagram for understanding the ZnO nanorods- based glucose
biosensor. (a) Amperometric response of Nafion/ZnO nanorods/Au electrode with successive
addition of glucose to the 0.01 M PBS buffer solution (pH=7.4). The applied potential was
+0.8 V. (b) Lineweaver-Burk plot of 1/i vs 1/C [81].
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PBS showed a decreased tendency. The time required for the 95% steady-state response was
less than 5 s, indicating a good electrocatalytic and fast electron exchange behavior of the
GOx/ZnO nanonails electrode. From the corresponding calibration curve in Figure 2.17 (a),
we can see an increasing response tendency with the glucose concentration reaching from
high to low. The current changing from 0.1 to 7.0 mM with a related coefficient of R =
0.9937. According to their calculation, they showed that the glucose biosensor had a high
sensitivity of 24.613 μA/cm2mM and 5μM detection limit of the glucose, smaller than the
detection limits from other publications of ZnO based glucose biosensors. Then Umar and coworkers used the flower-shaped ZnO nanostructure to fabricate the glucose biosensors. The
result shows a sensitivity of 61.7 μA/cm2mM and a detection limit of 0.012 μM. The flowershaped ZnO nanostructures have a higher sensitivity.

2.5.2. ZnO nanowires based nanogenerator

In the last few years, Wang and co-workers have described an innovative and efficient
method by using the ZnO nanowires of piezoelectric properties which could convert
mechanical energy into electrical energy in nanoscale [82]. Figure 2.18 (top) (left) shows the
piezoelectric power generation which used the p-ZnO arrays [83]. These nanowires was
grownon the conductive solid substrate. A 3D plots of the output voltage at an external load
was shown. The characterization were employed by the AFM which used Si tips coated with
Pt film cantilever, which has a cone angle of 70o. The operation mechanism of the ZnO
nanowires based nanogenerator relies on the coupling of piezoelectric and semiconducting
properties of ZnO as good as the formation of Schottky barrier between the ZnO and metal
combination. Figure 2.18 (top) (right) shows the mechanism for the P-type nanowires
naogenerator. In addition, they also used lateral nanowires arrays to synthesize a flexible
high-output nanogenerator(HONG). Figure 2.18 (bottom) shows the schematic diagrams and
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demonstration of the output scaling-up. Figure 2.18 (a and b) are the schematic diagrams, (c)
is the open circuit voltage and (d) is the short circuit current. In the light of HONG, an opencircuit voltage of up to 2.03 V and a peak output power density of ~11mW/cm3 were
obtained [84].

Figure 2.18. (Top) Output voltage from the piezoelectric power generator using p-type
vertically-grown ZnO nanowires and schematic for understanding the electricity output
characteristics of the p-ZnO nanowire. (Bottom) Working principle and output measurement
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of the HONG. (a) Schematic diagram of HONG’s structure without mechanical deformation,
in which gold is used to form Schottky contacts with the ZnO NW arrays. (b) Demonstration
of the output scaling-up when mechanical deformation is induced, where the “+/-” signs
indicate the polarity of the local piezoelectric potential created in the NWs. (c) Open circuit
voltage measurement of the HONG. (d) Short circuit current measurement of the HONG. The
measurement was performed at a strain of 0.1% and a strain rate of 5% s-1, with the
deformation frequency of 0.33 Hz. The insets are the enlarged view of the boxed area for one
cycle of deformation [82-84].

2.5.3. ZnO nanowires based solar cells

ZnO is a fascinating material for solar energy collecting devices, because it has wide banggap
and high electron affinity. The electron mobility of ZnO is a lot higher than that of TiO2 [85],
while the conduction edge of both materials is located at approximately the same level. The
ZnO nanostructure should be a material for hybrid solar cells including dye-sensitized solar
cells because it has good electron acceptor and transport properties. Keis and co-workers
described dye-sensitized solar cells which synthesized by the ZnO nanostructure and obtained
5% efficiency [86]. Kakiuchi and co-workers reported dye-sensitized solar cells which
fabricated by ZnO nanostructure films and obtain 4.1% efficiency [87]. Aydil and co-workers
used the zinc acetylacetonate hydrate and oxygen as source material to fabricate the branched
ZnO nanowires which grows on the conductive glass substrate by MOVCD, then the ZnO
nanowires were used to fabricate dye-sensitized solar cells [88]. The surface area was
increased and a direct conduction path for electrons between the conducting substrate and the
point of photogeneration built. Compared to the film of sintered nanoparticles, the electron
transport could be improved. 0.5% of energy conversion efficiencies and 70% of internal
quantum efficiencies were obtained by the dye-sensitized solar cells which were based on the
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nanowires-branched ZnO. Yang and their co-workers synthesized ZnO nanowires based on
dye-sensitized solar cells [89]. Figure 2.19 (top) shows the schematic of ZnO nanowires
based on dye-sensitized solar cells (a), ZnO nanowires grown onto the fluorinated tin oxide
substrates for using the aqueous solutions of zinc nitrate hydrate, hexamethylenetetramine
and polyethylenimine at 92 oC for 50 h (b), the plots of bias voltage and current density for
two cells with different active area of 0.8 cm2 (large cell) and 0.2 cm2 (small cell), the large
cell illustrates a low circuit current and open circuit voltage than the small cell (c), a
performance comparison between nanoparticle cells and nanowires based cells is shown in
Figure 2.19(d) [90]. As shown in Figure 2.19 (bottom) for the performance comparison, they
found that TiO2 films showed a higher current than either of the ZnO films and a larger initial
slope than the small ZnO particles, consistent with better transport through TiO2 particle
networks (a). Ko and co-workers depicted a high efficiency dye-sensitized solar cells which
fabricated by the high density long branched tree-like hierarchical ZnO nanostructures
composed of ZnO nanoforest [91]. Figure 2.19 (bottom) shows the schematic and J-V line of
dye-sensitized solar cells with ZnO nanoforest (b). They reported that the overall lightconversion efficiency was approximately one fifth lower than the dye-sensitized solar cells
that based on ZnO nanoforest [92].
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Figure 2.19. (Top) Schematic diagram of DSSC based on ZnO nanowire arrays, (Middle)
Current density versus voltage (J-V) for a small cell (active area, 0.2 cm2; efficiency of
1.51%) and a large cell (0.8 cm2; 1.26%). Inset: EQE versus wavelength for the large cell.
Comparative performance of nanowire and nanoparticle cells in terms of short-circuit current
density (JSC) versus roughness factor for cells based on ZnO nanowires, 12-nm TiO2
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particles, and 30- and 200-nm ZnO particles. Cell size: 0.8 cm2. (Bottom) Schematic structure
and SEM image of nano-forest ZnO nanowires, and J-V curve for the DSSC based on nanoforest ZnO nanowires [90-92].

2.6. Conclusion

ZnO is a key semiconductor., it has a wide range of diversity in nanostructures and
nanostructure devices. The device applications of ZnO nanostructures include field effect
transistors,

field-emission

devices,

piezoelectric

nanogenerators,

biosensors,

p-n

heterjunction diodes such as light emitting diodes and photovoltaic cells, and so on. Although
ZnO has been seen in many research papers, it still has enormous research value, such as the
growth methods, morphology control, specific techniques for aligning the nanobelts in its
growth and so on. Finally, the development of techniques for integrating of ZnO in
biosensing systems has great potentials, because the ZnO nanostructures is biocompatible and
biosafe.
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Chapter 3:
Experimental Details and Equipment
Chapter 3: Experimental Details and Equipment

3.1. Sample preparation

3.1.1. Target rods preparation
A preparation chart is provided in Figure 3.1 to illustrate the process of sample preparation.
Various experimental procedures have been employed to fabricate and characterize the ZnO
nanocrystals.

Figure 3.2. Sample preparation flow chart.
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Varies targets for growing the nanocrystals were attempted in this study, as shown in Table
3.1, high purity powders of ZnO and catalyst materials (with 99.8% or higher purities) were
mixed in mass ratio accordingly.
Table 3.2. Target rods for which nanocrystal growth was attempted.
Mixed mass
ratio(ZnO:C)
200:1

Growth area
Substrate

Position of the
substrate
Horizontal

200:1

Inner wall

Horizontal

200:1

Substrate

Horizontal

200:1

Inner wall

Horizontal

200:1

Substrate

Horizontal

200:1

Inner wall

Horizontal

200:1

Substrate

Horizontal

200:1

Inner wall

Horizontal

200:1

Substrate

Vertical

200:1

Inner wall

Vertical

200:10

Substrate

Horizontal

200:10

Inner wall

Horizontal

200:40

Substrate

Horizontal

200:40

Inner wall

Horizontal

200:100

Substrate

Horizontal

200:100

Inner wall

Horizontal

200:200

Substrate

Horizontal

200:200

Inner wall

Horizontal

200:400

Substrate

Horizontal

200:400

Inner wall

Horizontal

200:400

Substrate

Horizontal

200:400

Inner wall

Horizontal
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Well-mixed powders were loaded into a rubber tube, and then shaped into cylindrical rods
about 6 mm in diameter and 60 mm long. The rods were hydrostatically pressed under a
pressure of ~70 MPa, the rods were then carefully peeled off from the rubber tube and served
as target. For the targets with low density, a sintering process will be applied at 550°C for 4
hour in flowing argon gas; this process will help to preventing the target becoming
broken/cracked during the crystal growth.

3.1.2. The growth of the ZnO nanocrystals

The growth of nanocrystals was performed in an infrared radiation floating zone furnace
equipped with four halogen lamps; the target temperature was calibrated by a thermocouple
located in an alumina tube before the experiments. More specific details will be provided in
subsequent chapters.
The target rod was mounted on the sample holder and then fixed to the lower shaft of the
furnace, (110) silicon wafer with a thickness of 1mm was used as the substrate. All the
substrates used for the experiments are silicon (110) substrate with one side polished and the
size is 10 x 10 mm2 which ultrasonically cleaned using acetone, ethanol, and deionized water
before the step for the growth of ZnO nanocrystals. The vacuum-dried substrate then
mounted on a platinum made substrate holder. The substrate was hanged on the upper shaft;
the distance between the centre of the light beam and the substrate can be adjusted by moving
the upper shaft, both the target and substrate then sealed in a quartz tube with inner diameter
of 46 mm. The top of the target would be adjusted to the center of the light beam. The target
was heated by the focused light beams. Nanocrystals were grown in vertical flowing carrier
gas from the bottom to the top. When the carrier gas flows through the heating area, the hot
vapor species are brought to the low temperature area, condensed into small nuclei and the
nanomaterials start to grow along their easy growth directions, the growth of the
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nanomaterials will be stopped when temperature cool down to a critical point. A schematic
illustration of the growth is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Schematic illustration of ZnO nanocrystal growth.

When the growth was performed in the argon atmosphere, before the growth, the system was
pumped to a pressure of 3×10–2 Torr and then maintained at the pressure of 100-900 mbar (1
mbar = 100 Pa) by introducing Ar gas (99.995%) at a flow rate of 50–200 sccm for 30 mins.
Target rods were heated up to setting point with an argon flow rate of 100 cc/min for 1 h. The
temperature of the target was rapidly increased to the setting point within 6 min; this
temperature would be kept for 0.2-2 h followed by a gradual cooled down to the room
temperature within 6 min. The target rod moved upward through the heating area with a
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speed of 1 mm/h after the temperature reached the setting point, accompanied by a rotation of
the target rod at 20 rpm. The ZnO nanocrystals were grown onto the Si wafer substrate and
deposited on the inner wall of the quartz tube after evaporation.

The products were collected from the substrate or the inner wall of the quartz tube for the
following characterizations. The crystal structure and the phase purity of the products were
examined by using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD, GBC MMA). The morphology and
composition were characterized by a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL-6460A) and
a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM; JEOL 7500) equipped with an
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy (JEOL 7500). The optical properties were
studied by UV-Vis spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy.

3.2. Equipment

3.2.1. Optical floating zone furnace

In this research, the ZnO nanostructures were synthesized by using an infrared heating
evaporation method. The growth processes were conducted in an optical floating zone
furnace （Crystal System Inc. FZ-T-10000-H-VII-VPM-PC）, the furnace uses four focused
infrared light beams as heaters, and the temperature can be adjusted continuously from room
temperature to 2200 ℃. The direct heating area is limited to several millimeters’ width (the
width of the filament of the equipped lamp), which gives very sharp temperature gradient
along the vertical direction (about 300 ℃/cm), and the pressure can be controlled from a high
vacuum (5 × 10-5 torr) to a high pressure (10 bar). The growth process can be monitored
using a charge-couple device camera. This furnace was controlled by a computer; the growth
parameters such as growth temperature, the distance between the rod and the substrate, as
well as the shaft rotation speed can be adjusted easily. Figure 3.3 shows the control panels (a)
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and the light heating mirrors in the furnace (b). These entire unique features make it a
potential synthetic route to grow highly crystalline nanostructures of different materials. As
show in Figure 3.2, a home-made growth chamber and a substrate holder were mounted in
the furnace to avoid vapour contamination. The chamber can be connected to a rotary pump
system. Since the heating system in the furnace is controlled by the lamp power, the heating
area temperature and the temperature distribution in the growth chamber need to be calibrated
prior to the experiments.

Figure 3.3. Optical floating zone furnace used to grow ZnO nanocrystal. The control panel of
the furnace (a) and the light heating mirrors on the growth stage (b).

3.2.2. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

The XRD is very useful for solid state research in order to identify the phase and crystal
structure. The work principle of the equipment is the Bragg's law of
2d sinθ = nλ,
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where n is an integer, λ is the radiation wave length, θ is the diffraction angle and d is the
inter-planer distance.

Figure 3.4. Schematic diagram of Bragg diffraction [1].
In this work, a GBC MMA X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 1.54059
Å) was used for XRD measurements at room temperature. Typically, the tube voltage and
current were set as 40 kV and 25 mA respectively, diffraction data was collected from 25º –
80º in a step width of 0.01º and counting time 1º per minute. For the samples grown on Si
substrate, the XRD patterns were obtained from the samples on substrates, powder samples
collected from the inner wall of the quartz tube were attached to a glass slide using a small
amount of ethanol for the measurements. The obtained patterns were saved by the software of
Visual XRD and Traces version 6.6.10 were used for the phase indexing.

3.2.3. SEM and FE-SEM with EDS

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) was frequently used to investigate the microstructure,
morphology, and chemical compositions of various samples.

3.2.3.1. Principles underlying the SEM

3.2.3.1.1. Information obtained by electron beam irradiation
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When an electron beam is irradiated on a specimen surface, interactions between the electron
beam and the atoms composing the specimen produce various kinds of information. Figure
3.5 shows how different types of irradiation beams can be used for

varies types of

information collection,.

Figure 3.5. The Schematic illustration of information which can be obtained by electron beam
irradiation [2].

3.2.3.1.2. Principle of magnification

When scanning a specimen surface with a finely focused electron beam, information will be
emitted from each point of the scanning (refer to the above). The emitted information is
converted into an electric signal, amplified, then fed into an observation cathode ray tube. On
the cathode ray tube, the information is used to control the brightness of the corresponding
spot. The spot on the cathode ray tube is shown in real time with the electron beam scanning
on the specimen surface. Thus, the information emitted from the specimen surface is
displayed on the cathode ray tube as an image. In this example, the magnification of the
displayed image is defined as the ratio of the size of the image on the cathode ray tube to the
size of the electron bean scanning on the specimen surface. The type of information obtained
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can be changed by switching the signal. In this way, a specific desired characteristic of the
specimen surface can be seen on the cathode ray tube in a magnified scale.

Figure 3.6. Principles underlying the SEM [2].

In this research, the SEM (JEOL JSM-6460A) and field emission SEM (FE-SEM) (JEOL
JSM 7500FA) were used for SEM analysis. Both instruments are equipped with energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The SEM uses a focused beam of high-energy
electrons to generate signals at the surface of specimens. The electrons emitted from the
sample are then collected and used to form the image of the sample. Areas ranging from
approximately 1 cm to 5 microns in width can be imaged in scanning mode using
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conventional SEM techniques. The SEM units used in this research are also capable for
qualitatively or semi-quantitatively determining chemical compositions (using energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis), but they are not suitable for determining the light
elements, such as Lithium.

Si substrates were glue on the sample holder by carbon conductive tape, powder samples
were tiled on the sample holder with carbon conductive tape. Good quality images were
obtained by adjusting parameters such as magnification, focus, voltage, current, brightness
and contrast.

3.2.4. Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is typically used in studying the molecules and crystals through their
unique vibrational and rotational energy level structure. It was discovered by the Indian
physicist C. V. Raman in 1928. Figure 3.7 shows a schematic representation of Raman
spectroscopy.

Figure 3.7. Schematic representation of Raman spectroscopy [3].
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Raman scattering utilizes inelastic scattering of monochromatic lights, usually from a laser.
When the monochromatic light photon interacts with the sample and the phonons in the
system, it results in a shift in the energy of the photon. This shift reveals information about
the vibrational modes in the sample. The intensity of the weak inelastically scattered light is
measured as a function of the frequency shift.

In this work, the equipment of Raman spectrometer was a JOBIN YVON Horiba Confocal
MicroRaman spectrometer model HR 800 with 632.8 nm diode laser excitation on a 300
lines/mm grating at room temperature.

3.2.5. UV-vis spectroscopy

Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy is used to obtain the absorbance spectra of a
compound in solution or a solid; it has been widely used in characterizing of nanomaterials.

The UV-vis spectroscopy used in this study was a Shimadze UV-1700 with a blazed
diffraction grating with self-aligning, energy-optimizing deuterium and tungsten-halogen
lamps to enhance the precision across the UV-vis spectrum and into the near infrared (NIR)
from 200 to 800nm. Nanocrystals collected from the Si substrates and quartz tube were
dispersed into distilled water under ultrasonication.

3.3. Reference

[1] John M. Cowley, Diffraction physics (North-Holland, Amsterdam), (1975).

[2] Musashino, Chome Akishime, Invitation to the SEM world, 1st Edition ed., Japan, (1999).

[3] D.S.G. David A. Cardwell, Handbook of Superconducting Materials, 1st Edition ed.,
Institute of Physics Publishing, London, (2003).
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Chapter 4:
Results and Discussion
Chapter 4. Results and Discussion

The experimental procedures used during the infrared heating evaporation growth have been
introduced in Chapter 3. Here we focus on a systematic investigation of the effect of the
experimental parameters on the growth morphology and quality of the samples. Optical
properties of ZnO nanocrystals with unique morphology will also be studied.

4.1. Thermal characterization of the light heating growth chamber

Since the development of optical floating zone furnaces (image furnaces), they have been
extensively used for the large single crystal growth of various materials [1–10]. The light
heating gives this kind of furnace an adaptable and efficient feature that distinguishes it from
other float zoning (FZ) furnace, which using induction or electron beam heating. It provides a
clean, convenient and efficient way to heating up the materials, especially for the oxides and
semiconductors that absorb infrared easily. As with all nanomaterials growth by physical
evaporation, careful control of the temperature of the source materials and the temperature of
the attained sample are the key parameters, since the growth stability, morphology and crystal
quality can be affected significantly by the heat transfer mechanisms in both the source
materials and the growing nanomaterials. Due to the fact that the heating system in such
furnaces is controlled by the lamp power, the heating temperature (target temperature) and
the temperature distribution in the growth chamber need to be determined roughly prior to the
experiments.
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The aim of this part of work was to attempt to find out the suitable heating parameters for the
ZnO nanocrystals growth and to calibrate the temperature profiles in our image furnace.

The variations in temperature of the target and along the growth chamber in our four-mirror
image furnace with homemade chamber have been studied as a result of altering the lamp
power and carrier gas flowing rate. It has been revealed that although a higher lamp power is
required to reach a particular temperature under higher thermal conductivity atmospheres
such as helium, the temperature profiles along the sample were similar for different gas types
(oxygen, argon) at the same pressure once lamp powers were adjusted to give the same
maximum temperature [11]. So we choose the high purity argon gas as the carrier gas in this
study. The studies on ZnO nanomaterials growth by physical evaporation methods indicated
that the carrier gas flowing rate plays a key role on the morphology and the quality of the
obtained samples, this study puts more efforts on investigating the effects of the carrier gas
flowing rate.

To obtain detailed information on the temperature of the target in the image furnace, a Pt13%Rh thermocouple was located in a hollowed ZnO polycrystalline target with 6mm in
diameter and 35mm in length. The target was sintered at 1350°C for 4 hour in air before
hand. The image furnace used for this work was a four-mirror optical floating zone furnace
(Crystal System Inc. FZ-T-10000-H-VI-VP) having four of the 1kW or the 300W halogen
lamps as the heating source. Another Pt-13%Rh thermocouple was hung on the upper shaft
and enclosed within the growth chamber which comprised a quartz tube with a 30mm internal
diameter. In this study, the temperature was recorded after it stablized for more than 5min,
thus the temperature of the target and the temperature along the flowing carrier gas above the
target (substrate temperature) could be accurately recorded, both parameters can also be
controlled by adjusting the distance of the source material from the heating area by moving
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up or down with the motor controlled shafts. Systematic temperature measurements were
performed at various lamp powers and Ar flowing rate. It should be noted that, of necessity,
these experiments were carried out at temperatures below the melting point of the ZnO feed
rod; therefore, the reading temperature do not reflect the actual target temperatures at the
surface where the evaporation happened during the growth procedure. Factors such as
thermal conductivity, surface condition, color and dopant concentration etc., do not come into
consideration in our study this time.

4.1.1. Effect of the lamp power on the temperature

To study the effect of the lamp power on the target temperature for the ZnO nanocrystals
growth, all the targets used in the study were made into the same size; the top of the
thermocouple was adjusted to the center of the focused light beam (the position of the
maximum temperature on the ZnO target). The temperature of the targets were measured at
different lamp powers ranging from 10 to 50% for 1000W lamps and 10 to 90% for 300W
lamps of the maximum power available; the largest lamp powers were chosen when the ZnO
target surface starting to melt.

As shown in Figure 4.1, increasing the applied lamp power increases the target temperature,
it also demonstrates that the furnace which installed with 1000W lamps produces higher
temperature than the furnace installed with 300W lamps at the same applied power
percentage. The result agrees well with a previous report [11]. Therefore, targets with higher
melting points or evaporating temperature needed to have higher power lamps installed for
the nanocrystal growth. The target temperature for the following studies was calibrated
according to this plot.
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Figure 4.1. Temperature vs. lamp power measured from the center of the focused light beam
at different lamp powers.

4.1.2. Effect of the Argon flowing rate on the temperature distribution

To investigate the Ar flowing rate on the temperature distribution above the target, where the
ZnO nanocrystals will be grown, the target temperature was adjusted to 1500 °C in all
experiments. The selected target temperature provided a moderate evaporating rate of the
target materials. For the furnace installed with the 1000W lamps, the heating area of the
target was about two times bigger than that of the furnace which installed with 300W lamps,
under this condition, it is not easy to adjust the Si substrate position to a stable growth site,
only the temperature distribution under lower flowing rate been studied. Temperature profiles
were measured as shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3.
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Figure 4.2. Temperature profiles along the growth chamber for different installed lamps and
Ar flowing rates.

Figure 4.2 shows that the temperature decrease sharply within 25mm away from the light
beam center, it has a temperature gradient of 12°C/mm for the furnace, the temperature
decrease linearly in the gradient of 0.8°C/mm from about a distance of 35mm. The profiles
clearly indicate that the temperatures changed with very similar trends for different gas
flowing rates and different installed lamp power. As can be expected, the higher power lamps
provided higher temperatures in the same distance. The gas flowing rate within the range
investigated does not change the temperature distribution along the growth chamber between
0 to 150mm distances.

Our investigation also found that the diameter of the target’s vapor would become larger than
10mm when in a distance of 5mm away from the beam center, the measurements for the
following studies were performed at 10mm, after which position, the vapor would cover the
whole area of the substrate for nanocrystal growth.
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Figure 4.3 shows the temperature profile at 10mm position above the beam center. When the
installed lamp power is 25% or higher, it shows a linear relationship between the temperature
and the lamp powers. The 1000W installed lamps produces a sharper temperature profile than
the 300W installed lamps, as can be expected.
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Figure 4.3. Temperature vs. lamp power plots measured in different installed lamps and Ar
flowing rate. All measurements were performed at a 10mm distance between the light beam
center and the thermocouple.

It also indicated that increasing the carrier gas flowing rate also increases the temperature
when applied the same lamp power (about 45 degree). The following studies will use these
plots to calibrate the substrate temperatures.

4.2. Target choices on the synthesis of ZnO nanocrystals

ZnO nanomaterials and nanostructure have been widely studied by using physical
evaporation methods, pure ZnO and mixtures of ZnO with other elements were used as
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source materials [12-20]. Reported results have indicated that the target composition and the
quality will influence the growth parameters and the morphology of the obtained
nanomaterials. In this part of the research, pure ZnO powder, mixture of ZnO:MnO = 100:2
and mixture of ZnO:C = 200:1 were formed into the dense target rods, followed by sintering
at 1000 ℃ for 2 h. The aim of this part of work was to find out the most suitable target for the
ZnO nanocrystals growth in our new approach, especially for the samples with unique
morphologies and good quality.

The image furnace used for this work was installed with four 1000 W halogen lamps as the
heating source. All growths were conducted at 1500 °C in vertical flowing carrier gas of 100
cc/min from the bottom to the top. A Si substrate (10×20 mm2) was mounted horizontally
above the center of of the light beams, thus the vapor flowed directly against the surface of
the substrate. The temperature of the target was increased rapidly to setting point within 6
minutes, accompanied by a rotation of the target rod at 20 rpm. The growth time was
typically 15-60 minutes.

4.2.1. Pure ZnO target

The first target to be studied was pure ZnO, as it will provide intrinsic evaporation property
under the light heating without any impurity. Figure 4.4 shows the targets after they have
been evaporated in Ar and O2 for one hour, respectively.

It was found that when the growth conducted in the flowing O2, the target start to evaporate
from 700 °C, whiskers with diameters up to 0.5 mm quickly developed on the surface of the
heated target, only very small amount of vapor can reach the substrate or deposit on the inner
wall of the growth chamber and growing into nanomaterials. When the growth conducted in
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Figure 4.4. Targets been evaporated in O2 (a) and Ar (b) for 1 hour.

the flowing Ar gas, the target also start to evaporate from about 700 °C, whiskers developed
on the surface of the heated target were growing slowly during the process, and the resulted
whiskers have much smaller diameters as show in Figure 4.4 (b). The amount of vapor which
can reach the substrate decreased with the development of the whiskers in both case. The
XRD results of nanomateials collected from the chamber indicated that the product from the
flowing O2 case was pure ZnO with a hexagonal wurtzite structure (PDF 65-3411), while the
product of the flowing Ar gas case was ZnO mixed with Zn (Figure 4.5). The results
indicated that the pure ZnO target was not suitable for the nanocrystal growth by this method.
What we have learned from this study is that the Ar atmosphere seems to help to produce
smaller size ZnO nanomaterials. Our following study further confirmed this.
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Figure 4.5. XRD patterns for the nanocrystals evaporated from pure ZnO target in O2 (black
line) and Ar. (green line). Peaks belong to Zn (PDF 01-1244) marked by arrows, other peaks
can be indexed to the hexagonal structure ZnO.

4.2.2. ZnO mixed with dilute MnO as the target

The second target to be studied was a mixture of ZnO with 2% MnO. The search for
ferromagnetism above room temperature in oxide-diluted magnetic semiconductors has been
intense in the last decade [13]. It has been reported that ferromagnetism above room
temperature for dilute (<4 at.%) Mn-doped ZnO has been observed in bulk pellets [14]. The
capability to fabricate ferromagnetic Mn-doped ZnO semiconductors promises new materials
for spintronic devices as well as for magneto-optic components. Here we study the possibility
of dilute Mn-doped ZnO nanocrystal growth by using this new method.
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It was found that when the growth conducted in the flowing O2 or Ar gas, the evaporation
behavior is differ from the pure ZnO target, it started to evaporate from 1200 °C and there
was not any whisker developed on the target, all vapor gas can reach the substrate or deposit
on the inner wall of the growth chamber and growing into nanomaterials. The growth
experiments were conducted at a target temperature of 1500 °C for 1 h. As show in Figure 4.6
to 4.9, ZnO nanocrystals with various morphologies were obtained in both atmospheres.

Figure 4.6 shows the products collected from the inner wall of the chamber after the growth
been conducted in flowing O2, a thick layer (about 160 µm as show in Figure 4.6(a)) of white
product can be easily collected, and the thick layer was composited by single morphology of
ZnO nano-tetrapod with arms of ≤ 50 nm diameter. The XRD result indicated that these
nano-tetrapods have detectable Mn3O4 (PDF 03-1041) in it (as show in Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of ZnO nano-tetrapods deposited on
the inner wall of the chamber at 1500 °C for 1 h in O2 ambient at 100 sccm. (b) is the
amplified images of the square area marked in (a).
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Figure 4.7. Schematic illustration of the Si substrate that is placed horizontally in the
chamber. The different areas are marked as a–e. The corresponding SEM images are shown,
respectively.

Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the products grown on the Si substrate 10 mm away from the center
of light beams, where the temperature is estimated to be 660 °C. Figure 4.7 (a) and (b) were
the nanostructures found in the area a and b of the substrate. Figure 4.7 (c) was the
nanostructure found in the area close to the substrate center (area c). Figure 4.7 (d) was the
nanostructure found in the central area. The area close to the edge (area e) found some
interesting nanostructures as show in Figure 4.8. The reasons for different ZnO
nanostructures grown on different areas still not clear, since the temperature gradient along
the horizontal direction of the growth chamber is lease than 5 °C, it is likely due to the effects
of the local “turbulence” or flowing speed and pressure of the vapor phase and carrier gas.
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Figure 4.8. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of ZnO nano-flowers deposited on
edge area of Si substrate at 660 °C for 1 h in O2 ambient at 100 sccm. (b), (c) and (d) are the
amplified images of the square area marked in (a).

When this target was used in the flowing Ar gas environment, there isn’t any uniform
morphology grown on the substrate or on the inner wall of the chamber. The materials
obtained from the flowing Ar growth were brown powders; obviously, they are the mixture of
ZnO and manganese oxides. The SEM image shown in Figure 4.9 (a) is the products on the
Si substrate, these materials are the mixture of nanowires and nanoparticles. The products
collected from the inner wall of the chamber were show in Figure 4.9 (b). The brown thick
layer was composited by nano-tetrapod with arms of 20 nm diameter and small amount of
nanoparticles. It has been reported that the ZnO tetrapods prepared in four different
atmospheres, and their gas-sensing properties were strongly dependent on the preparation
atmosphere. This is likely due to the effects of the preparation atmosphere on the intrinsic
defect concentration [15].
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Detailed studies on the crystal growth of ZnO target mixed with dilute MnO is still ongoing
in our group in order to obtain pure phase ZnO nanomaterials with uniform morphology. The
results so far has shown great potential for the large scale production of ZnO tetrapods by the
light evaporation method. The results also indicated that the Ar atmosphere is more favorable
in producing smaller size ZnO nanomaterials for this method.

Figure 4.9. SEM images of ZnO nanostructures deposited on substrate (a) and the inner wall
of the chamber (b) by thedilute MnO mixed target in argon ambient at 100 sccm.
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Figure 4.10. XRD patterns for the nanocrystals obtained by using the dilute MnO mixed
target in O2. Peaks belong to Mn3O4 marked by stars; other peaks can be indexed to the ZnO
hexagonal structure.

4.2.3. Carbon mixed ZnO targets
The mixtures of ZnO and carbon has been widely used as source materials to grow the ZnO
nanostructures by thermal evaporation methods [15-22]. Production of ZnO nanowires,
nanoribbons, nanotetrepods, needle-like rods and much more has been achieved by thermal
evaporation of ZnO powders mixed with graphite. The Zn or Zn suboxides vapor is generated
by thermal carbon reduction of ZnO at high temperature. The metallic Zn vapor transfers to
the low temperature region and condenses into liquid droplets, and then oxidized into ZnO
nucleus [23, 24].
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Due to the oxidation reaction of carbon in oxygen at high temperatures, the graphite mixed
target is not suitable for crystal growth performed in oxygen atmosphere by using light
heating evaporation method. Here we only study the growth performed in Ar atmosphere.

Here, the ratio of ZnO:C = 200:1 was chosen, the growth chamber was sealed and the
residual O2 in the system has been removed before the growth.

Figure 4.11. (a) Low- and (b) high-magnification SEM image of the ZnO nanomaterials
deposited on inner wall of the chamber at 1500 °C for 1 h in argon ambient at 100 sccm.

It was found that the graphite mixed target start to evaporate from 1300 °C, very thin
whiskers developed on the surface of the heated target, but there are still a large amount of
vapor can reach the substrate and deposit on the inner wall of the growth chamber and
growing into nanamaterials. Figure 4.11 shows that the product collected from the chamber is
a mixture of nanowires, nanobelts and nanoparticals.
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Figure 4.12 (a, b). SEM images of the ZnO nanoflowers Fig. 4.12 (c, d) SEM images of the
ZnO nanowires deposited on Si substrate at 660 °C for 1 h in Ar ambient at 100 sccm.

Figure 4.13. Cross-section SEM image of the ZnO nanoflowers deposited on Si substrate at
660 °C for 1 h in Ar ambient at 100 sccm.
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The nanocrystals grown on the Si substrate have a flowerlike feature; the nanoflowers closely
connected to each other as show in Figure 4.12 (a) and (b), each nanoflower was formed by
hundreds of nanowires with hexagonal cross section as shown in Figure 4.12 (c) and (d). The
nanowires have a wide diameter distribution range from 50 to 200 nm with an average
diameter of 100 nm, the aspect ratio is about 2µm as show in Figure 4.13. None of the
nanowires showed any globules at the tips. We propose that the growth model for our
experiments is simply a vapour-solid (VS) growth mechanism, which clearly differs from the
VLS mechanism [25]. The density of the nanowires on the Si substrates was very high, there
were up to four layers of nanoflowers grown on the substrate (Figure 4.13). Our study have
also indicated that the growth mechanism is not influenced by substrate condition.
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Figure 4.14. XRD patterns of the ZnO nanoflowers deposited on Si substrate at 660 °C for 1
h in Ar ambient at 100 sccm. All peaks can be indexed to the hexagonal structure of ZnO.
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Figure 4.14 shows the XRD pattern of the ZnO nanoflowers deposited on Si substrate, all
peaks can be indexed to the pure ZnO phase with a hexagonal wurtzite structure (PDF 653411). The intensity of the (00l) peaks was stronger when compared with the powder sample,
indicated that the nanoflowes have stronger orientation in c-axis, this result agrees well with
the SEM results, since the nanowires which compose the nanoflowers are grow along the
(00l) direction.

Our study on the targets also found that the targets for the light heating evaporation process
needed to be dense enough to start with, otherwise the target would break and drop from the
target holder at the initial heating stage or during the growth process. We suppose the reason
is the combining effect of the vapor pressure between the grain boundaries and the large
thermal stresses in the targets. However the mixture target of ZnO and carbon was found to
be able to be used without the densifed sintering process after the hydrostatic press.

4.3. Dependence of ZnO nanocrystals growth morphology on the local substrate
environment and substrate temperature

The local environment for the substrate will affect the growth morphology of the
nanostructures fundamentally. In the image floating zone furnace, we chose a vertically
positioned 20 mm in length substrate located at the position 10 mm above the beam center, so
that the local “turbulence” or flow speed and pressure of the vapor phase and carrier gas
would be close to constant. The local temperature across the entire substrate could be
investigated as shown schematically in Figure 4.15 (a). Although the overall carrier gas flow
was stable and relatively uniform in the growth chamber, yet the local variation could be
significant as discussed in 4.2.2, and as will be pointed out in later discussions. We chose 13
regions from the bottom to the top (labeled A to M) for the following study. The growth was
conducted at the target temperature of 1500 °C for 1 h in an Ar ambient at a vapor-flow rate
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of 100 sccm. The substrate temperatures were calibrated to be 660, 615, 567, 520, 495, 458,
430, 408, 387, 370, 355, 344 and 330 °C, respectively. Figure 4.15 (b) and (c) show the SEM
images of the ZnO nanocrystals grown on the vertically positioned and horizontally
positioned substrates positioned at10 mm away from the center of the heating beams,
respectively.

When the substrate placed vertically, high-density mixture of nanoleaves with diameters of 25 µm and nanowires with diameters of 90–140 nm and lengths up to several micrometers can
be synthesized at a temperature of 660 °C. If the substrate was placed horizontally in the
chamber, only the nanowires with diameters of 50–200 nm and lengths up to several
micrometers could be obtained only at a temperature of 660 °C. This indicates that the local
variation affect the growth morphology of the nanostructures in a very significant way.

The nanostructures grown on different sections of the vertically positioned Si substrate is
presented in Figure 4.16. It is obvious that different morphologies were formed in area A
compared to D. From area A to D, the morphology was a combination of leave like and
nanowire like, the quantity and the size of leave like structures are decreased with the
substrate temperature. The inset in area B of Figure 4.16 shows a magnified scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) image of the nanowire feature. A wire like morphology could be found in
area D, while the density of nanostructures was decreased in region D.
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Figure 4.15. (a) Schematic illustration of the substrate that is placed vertically in the growth
chamber. The different sections/areas are marked as A–L. The distance between the sections
(such as A and B) is 2 mm. (b) is the corresponding SEM images of area A and (c) is the
SEM of the horizontally positioned substrate.
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Figure 4.16. Low (a) to high (b) magnification SEM images of the ZnO nanostructures
deposited on Si substrate corresponding to the areas marked as A–D in Fig. 4.15(a). At the
right hand side of each image it’s their corresponding amplified image respectively.
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From area E to F, a nanodendrite structure was developed, only the nanodendrite can be
observed in area F. The morphology became a combination of nanodendrite and nanowire
like, the quantity and the size of dendrite like structures are decreased with substrate
temperature. The inset in area B of Figure 4.17 shows a magnified scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of the nanodendrite feature. Many wire like morphology could be
found in area H with diameters similar to the wire like morphology in area A-D, while the
density of nanostructures was decreased decrease with substrate temperature.

As shown in Figure 4.17 and 4.18, from area I to M, the nanowire structures dominated the
resultant products. There are still a number of nanocombs can be observed in area I and J.
Uniform and high density nanowires were observed in area K, L and M. these nanowires
were with an average diameter of 65 nm and 10 µm long. The density of the nanostructures
was continuously decreased with the decreasing substrate temperature. The corresponding
right-hand-side images of each image at the left side in Figure 4.18 show the magnified SEM
images of the nanowire feature, it can be observed that there is a globule at the tips of every
nanowire, we propose that the growth mechanism for these nanowires is a vapour-liquid-solid
VLS mechanism [26].
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Figure 4.17. Low (a) to high (b) magnification SEM image of the ZnO nanostructures
deposited on Si substrate corresponding to the areas marked as E–H in Fig. 4.15(a). The inset
of (b) in Area F is the amplified image of the typical nanodendrite.
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Figure 4.18. Low (a) to high (b) magnification SEM image of the ZnO nanostructures
deposited on Si substrate corresponding to the areas marked as I–M in Fig. 4.15(a). The insets
of (b) are the amplified images of the typical nanowire.
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This study indicates that both the local environment at the substrate and the temperature
affect the growth morphology of the nanostructures critically. Various nanosized
morphologies can by grown by using the light heating method. The density of the
nanostructures was found to decrease with the increasing distance from the heated target. A
possible explanation of this can be attributed to the different concentrations of the oxygen
vapor in the local regions. The high concentration vapor region (area A) result in an increased
growth rate of the low dimensional nanostructures, our result agrees well with the previous
reports [27, 28].

4.4. Influence of the gas flow rate

The argon flow rate of 20 and 100 sccm were applied respectively. The targets to be studied
were mixture of a mass ratio ZnO: C = 200:1 and 200:400, both targets could be used to grow
uniform flowerlike nanowires on the horizontal positioned Si substrates.

Figure 4.19 shows the SEM images of the ZnO nanostructure grown from the ZnO: C = 200:
1 target at Ar flow rate of 20 and 100 sccm, respectively. The results show that the density of
these nanostructures is significantly increased and the nanostructures are uniformly
distributed on the substrate with the increasing Ar gas flow rate. Such an example is also
shown in SEM images in Figure 4. 20, where the ZnO nanostructures were grown on Si
substrates with Ar flow rates of 20 and 100 sccm, respectively.
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Figure 4.19. SEM images of the ZnO nanostructure grown on 660 ℃ Si substrate from the
ZnO: C = 200: 1target at Ar flow rate of 20 (a) and 100 (b) sccm. The insets are high
magnification images showing typical structures.

Figure 4.20. SEM images of the ZnO nanostructure grown on 660 ℃ Si substrate from the
ZnO: C = 200: 400 target at Ar flow rate of 20 (a) and 100 (b) sccm. The insets are high
magnification images showing typical structures for each image respectively.
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When the growth were performed at a low Ar flow rate of 20 sccm, only the mixture of
nanotetrapods and nanoparticles were found to be formed, nanowires would grow on the
substrate when Ar flow rate increased to 100 sccm. As previously reported, there are two
possible factors that influence the nanowire growth: the oxygen concentration and the
resident time length. If the concentration of the oxygen vapor in the carrier gas was no more
than the minimum value, the possibility for nanowire growth is limited. Secondly, the
different gas-flow rates also influence the resident time, τ, of the carrier gas during the growth
of the nanowires. The resident time τ is a quantity defined to specify the interaction time of
the gases with the growth substrates/products; thus, a simple equation is given as.
τ = (P ×V)/Q [29]
where P, V, and Q represent the pressure and volume of the reaction chamber, and the gas
flow rate, respectively. At the present growth conditions, the low flow rate of 20 sccm can
result in a long resident time that will cause different growth rates at different reaction areas,
leading to the growth of non-uniformly distributed nanostructures on the substrate. When
reducing the resident time via increasing the flow rate to 100 sccm, the growth of uniformly
distributed nanowires can be achieved a lot easier. The flow rate of 100 sccm is a moderate
value used to strike a balance between the oxygen-vapor concentration and the resident time
in the present method.

4.5. Effect of ZnO to carbon ratio the target

The next parameter to be examined is the ZnO-carbon ratio. In this part of the research,
mixtures of mass ratio ZnO : C = 200 : 1, 200 : 10, 200 : 40, 200 : 100, 200 : 200 and 200 :
400 were formed into the dense target rods, Figure 4.21 (a) to (f) show corresponding SEM
images of the nanocrystals grown on the horizontally positioned substrate (10×10 mm2) with.
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Figure 4.21. Low magnification (5000) SEM images of the ZnO nanostructure grown on 660
℃ Si substrate with the different ZnO: C ratio targets used. The insets are high magnification
images showing typical structures.
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Figure 4.22. SEM images of the ZnO nanowires grown from the ZnO:C=200:10 target for 5,
10, 20 and 60 min, respectively.
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an Ar gas flow rate of 100 sccm at a target temperature of 1500 °C. All the experiments were
performed at substrate temperature of 660 °C It can be seen that the products from the
ZnO:C=200:1 target have large quantities of flower-like ZnO nanostructures and these ZnO
nanoflowers consist of multipod petals. The multipod petals of the flower-like ZnO
nanostructures were composed of uniform nanorods and almost all the nanorods are in radial
structure style. The diameter of these nanorods was about 100 nm and the length was about
1.5–2.0 µm. When used the ZnO:C=200:10 target, ZnO nanowires array were grown on the
substrate along the (00l) direction, the diameter of these nanowires was about 500 nm and the
length was about 5–10 µm. The XRD pattern (Figure 4.23 b) showed that the intensity of the
(00l) peaks become stronger when compared with the powder sample, indicated that the
nanowires have stronger orientation in the c-axis.

In order to investigate the growth mechanism, ZnO:C=200:10 target was used at 1500 °C for
5, 10, 20 and 60 min, respectively. The SEM images obtained are show in Fig. 22
correspondingly Vapor–solid (VS) and vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanisms had been
proposed to in attempting to explain the thermal evaporation growth of ZnO nanocrystals
[30-32].

Based on the growth process and the experimental results, flower-like ZnO nanorods and
nanowires array growth may not follow the conventional metal-catalytic VLS mechanism,
their growth mechanism can be described as VS growth model. ZnO has the higher melting
point (1975 °C) in our growth process; carbon mixed ZnO is first reduced by graphite at 1500
°C to form Zn according to the following reactions [33]:
ZnO(s) + C → Zn(g) + CO2

(1)

C + CO2→ 2CO

(2)
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ZnO(s) + CO → Zn(g) + CO2

(3)

The decomposed Zn vapor, CO and CO2 were transported to the downstream low temperature
region of the growth chamber by the Ar gas stream, where they can condense to small nuclei
on the Si substrates, and start to grow along their easy growth directions. The SEM images in
Figure 4.22 do not show any globules at the tips of the nanorods. We propose that the growth
model for these targets is simply a vapour-solid (VS) growth mechanism, which clearly
differs from the VLS mechanism.

When use ZnO:C=200:40 and 200:100 target, the morphologies of the flower-like ZnO
nanostructures (Figure 4.21 c and d) were roughly uniform. It is clear that nanostructures
have taperlike feature, the previous reports proposed a tip-growth mechanism for this
nanostructure growth, in which the surface defects play an important role in lowering the
energy barrier, to serve as the nucleation sites for nanowire growth [34, 35]. In addition, the
surface defects can display various forms, such as linear and planar defects, resulting in
different morphologies of nanostructures under different growth conditions [36]. The
diameter of these nanorods was about 50 nm and the length was about 1.0µm.

Furthermore, a certain quantity of the ZnO lamellar crystal was also observed at some roots
of the nanorods for the products obtained by using the ZnO : C = 200:40 target.

When using the ZnO:C=200:200 target, the flower-like ZnO nanostructures (Figure 4.21 e)
were covered by a thick layer of nanoribbons, The diameter of these nanoribbons was about
50 nm and the branches connected with each other. The nanostructures below this layer have
similar morphology with the products grown by using the ZnO:C=200:100 target.
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Figure 4.23. XRD patterns for the nanocrystals evaporated from carbon mixed target in Ar.
All peaks can be indexed to the hexagonal structure ZnO.
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When using the ZnO:C=200:400 target, ZnO nanowires were grown on the substrate along
the (00l) direction, the diameter of these nanowires was about 200 nm and the length was
about 1.5–5 µm. some nanowires were with uniform diameter composing of flower-like ZnO
nanostructures and almost all the nanowires shown radial structures (Figure 4.21 f). The XRD
pattern (Figure 4.23 f) showed that the intensity of (00l) peaks become very strong for this
sample, indicated that the nanowires have stronger orientation in c-axis.

In this growth process; ZnO is reduced first by graphite at 1500 °C, the decomposed Zn
vapor, CO and CO2 were transported to the downstream low temperature region of the
growth chamber by the Ar gas stream, where they would condense to form liquid droplets on
the Si substrates as nuclei, the Zn liquid droplets served as metal catalysts during the selfcatalytic VLS growth process, then Zn would be oxidized into ZnO again [4] following the
reaction:
Zn + CO2→ ZnO + CO (4)
The SEM images in Figure 4 21 (f) clearly shows that there are globules at the tips of the
nanorods. We propose that the growth model for this high carbon ratio target was a vapourliquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism.

Figure 4.23 shows the XRD patterns of the ZnO nanostructures deposited on Si substrate
from the carbon mixed ZnO targets. All the patterns can be indexed to pure ZnO with a
hexagonal wurtzite structure (PDF 65-3411). Except the nanostructure grown from
ZnO:C=200:200 target, the intensity of (00l) peaks become stronger when compared with
their corresponding powder samples, indicated that the nanostructures have stronger
orientation in the c-axis. Since there is a thick layer of randomly deposited nanoribbons
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grown on top of taperlike nanoflowers, this product did not show any preferred orientation
from the XRD pattern as show in Figure 4.23 (e).

4.6. Raman spectroscopy and UV-Vis spectroscopy analysis

Raman studies were carried out on these samples at room temperature in the range of 300 to
600 cm-1 and the Raman spectra are shown at the right panel of Figure 4.24 and 4.25. Owing
to the samples having wurtzite crystal structure that belongs to C46v space group. A group
theoretical calculation predicts a total of eight optical phonons at Γ point of the Brillouin
zone, which can be represented by the irreducible representations as follows: Γ = A1+E1 +2B1
+2E2.[37] The B1 modes are silent, whereas the polar E1 and A1 modes are Raman and
infrared active. The polar A1 and E1 modes splited into longitudinal optic (LO) and transverse
optic (TO) components with different wavenumbers due to the macroscopic electric fields
associated with the LO phonons.[38]

Figure 4.24. SEM (left) and Raman spectrum (right) of the ZnO nanowires grown from the
Zn:C=200:10 target on the Si substrate.
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From Figure 4.24 (right), the Raman spectra for the sample obtained from the ZnO:C=200:10
target (sample number 1 in table 4.1) showed a total of 4 Raman peaks of different
intensities: one intense Raman peak at about 435 cm−1 and a set of three weak peaks at about
331, 385 and 490 cm−1. The peak at 435 cm−1 was assigned as E2

high

, and the second-order

peak at 331 cm−1 to E2 high − E2low, the peaks at 490 cm−1 was attributed to a surface optical
mode related to the top basis of the nanowires, the peak at 490 cm−1 was theoretically
confirmed in ZnO nanoparticles by other studies [39].

Figure 4.25. SEM (left) and Raman spectrum (right) of the ZnO nanowires grown from
Zn:C=200:200 target on Si substrate.

For the sample obtained from the ZnO:C=200:200 target (sample number 2 in table 4.1), the
Raman spectra in Fig. 4.24 (right) showed only one intense peak at 431 cm−1, one weak peak
at 326 cm−1 and a broad peak at about 523 cm-1. The peak at 431 cm−1 was assigned as E2
high

, and the second-order peak at 326 cm−1 to E2 high − E2low, whereas the peak at 532 cm-1

corresponds to the Si substrate.
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Table 4.1. Raman-active phonon-mode frequencies (in cm-1) for ZnO

Sample

E2high – E2low

A1.(TO)

E2high

A1.(LO)

E1.(LO)

Bulk [1]

333

378

438

574

590

1

331

385

435

-

-

490

2

326

-

431

-

-

532

In both Raman spectrums (summarized in table 4.1), the peaks corresponds to E2 high − E2low
was shifted by 2 and 7cm-1 compared to their respective bulk samples, and the peak
corresponds to E2high is shifted by 3 and 7cm-1 compared to their bulk forms. Previous
research has revealed that an increase in the E2 phonon frequency is ascribed to the
compressive stress in the sample, whereas a decrease in the E2 phonon frequency is ascribed
to the tensile stress [40]. We propose that there was tensile stress in our samples. The larger
stress could be attributed to the more oxygen defects in sample 2 since this target contained
much more C in it, which reacted with oxygen during the growth.

Optical properties of nanomaterials are of importance considering further applications in
optoelectronic devices such as single-nanowire lasers, chemical-based and light-based
sensors [41]. Therefore, the optical properties of the ZnO nanocrystals were put to further
studied. Figure 4.26 shows the UV–VIS optical absorption spectra of the ZnO nanocrystals
grown from different targets. It can be seen that there is a strong excitonic absorption peak
located at 371 nm for both shown samples, which can be attributed to the large exciton
binding energy and the good optical quality of the nanocrystals, this peak is blue shifted by
9nm compared to the bulk ZnO crystals (380 nm). Our results agrees well with the previous
report on ZnO nanowires [42].
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Figure 4.26. UV–VIS absorption spectrum of the prepared ZnO nanocrystals grown from
different carbon mixed targets.
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Chapter 5:
Summary and suggestion
Chapter 5: Summary and Suggestions

5.1 Research summary

The study on the thermal characterization of the growth chamber found that increasing the
applied lamp power increases the target temperature, it also demonstrated that the furnace
installed with the 1000 W lamps produces higher temperature than the furnace installed with
300 W lamps with the same applied power percentage.

It also shows that the temperature decreases sharply within 25mm away from the light beam
center with a temperature gradient of 12°C/mm, the temperature decreases linearly from
35mm with a temperature gradient of 0.8°C/mm. The study clearly indicates that varying the
carrier gas flowing rate or the installed lamps power, the temperature changed in similar
trends. As expected, the larger power lamps provided higher temperature for the same applied
% power. The gas flowing rate within the range investigated does not change the temperature
distribution along the growth chamber between 0 to 150mm. However, using a higher
flowing rate will result in a higher cooling rate of the substrate because the carrier gas has to
pass through the chamber more quickly. Thus the temperature at the positions far away from
150 mm becomes higher under higher flowing rate.

ZnO mixed with 2% MnO target can produce single morphology of ZnO nano-tetrapods with
arms of 50 nm or smaller in diameters on the inner wall of the chamber. ZnO nanostructure
with different morphologies grown on the different areas of the horizontally positioned Si
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substrate, it was likely due to the effects of the local “turbulence” or the flowing speed and
pressure of the vapor phase and carrier gas.

The results have shown great potential for large scale production of ZnO tetrapods by light
evaporation method. The results also indicated that the Ar atmosphere help to produce
smaller size ZnO nanomaterials for this method.

The nanocrystals grown from the carbon mixed ZnO targets have a flowerlike feature; the
nanoflowers closely connected to each other, each nanoflower was formed by hundreds of
nanowires with hexagonal cross section. The nanowires have a wide diameter distribute from
50 to 200 nm with an average diameter of 100 nm. We propose that the growth model from
this target is simply a vapour-solid (VS) growth mechanism. The study also indicated that the
growth mechanism was not really influenced by the substrate condition.

The study on local substrate environment and substrate temperature indicate that both the
local environment at the substrate and the temperature affect the growth morphology of the
nanostructures critically. Various nanosized morphologies can by grown by using the light
heating method. The density of nanostructures was found to decrease with the increasing
distance from the heated target. A possible explanation can be attributed to the different
concentrations of oxygen vapor in varies local regions. The high concentration vapor region
result in an increased growth rate of the low dimensional nanostructures, our result agrees
well with the previous reports.

In the study of gas flow rate, the growth performed at low Ar flow rate of 20 sccm showed
only the mixture of nanotetrapods and nanoparticles, nanowires would grow on the substrate
when Ar flow rate increased to 100 sccm. The flow rate of 100 sccm is a moderate value used
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to strike a balance between the oxygen-vapor concentration and the resident time in the
present method.

The study on the effect of ZnO-carbon ratio on the growth of nanocrystals indicated that ZnO
nanostructures with diverse morphologies can be grown by using this new method. The
growth mechanism can be progressively described as the VS growth, the tip-growth and the
vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) growth with the increasing of the carbon content.

Raman spectra study has been performed on the nanowires and nanostructures were obtained
from the target where ZnO:C=200:10 or 200:200. The results indicated that both samples
showing peak shifts correspond to E2 high − E2low and E2high compared to their respective bulk
forms. We propose there were tensile stress in these samples. The larger stress in the
nanostructures obtained from the Zn:C=200:200 target could be attributed to the more
oxygen defects in it since this target contained much more C which will react with oxygen
during the growth.

The UV–VIS optical absorption spectra of these two sample types did not show any clear
difference. They have a strong excitonic absorption peak located at 371 nm, which can be
attributed to the large exciton binding energy and the good optical quality of the nanocrystals,
our result agrees well with the previous report on ZnO nanowires.

5.2 Suggestions

The nitrogen atmosphere effect on the morphology and physical property is a new area
waiting for research. In addition, the electric properties of the obtained nanomaterials should
be measured in future work. Further studies on the growth of the pure and doped
semiconductor nanostructures by using light heating evaporation method will be beneficial
for nanotechnology development. The growth studies on the materials with high melting
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point or high evaporating point will help to realize the full potential of this new technology.
Based on the unique features of this methodology, the applicant believes that it should
provide a simple and convenient route in assembling materials with novel structures and
functions in nanotechnology.
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